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On August 28, 2023, the authors established contact with our editorial team via email, elaborating on their intentions to rectify this situation. Specifically, they have taken the requisite measures to re-integrate the missing 29th reference back into the document. Additionally, they have proposed a renumbering of the originally marked references 29 to 33, which are now renumbered as references 30 to 34. The authors have strongly emphasized the critical nature of this correction.

Following thorough consideration, the editorial team concurs that this correction request aligns harmoniously with the editorial policies of “TMR Pharmacology Research”. We share in the authors’ proposition and acknowledge their steadfast commitment to upholding the precision and integrity of their work. As such, we wholeheartedly agree to implement the correction statement they have proposed.

In accordance with this determination, we hereby issue a correction statement regarding the article entitled “Deciphering the potential mechanism of Radix Rehmanniae Praeparata for treating cancer-related anemia based on network pharmacology and molecular docking technology”, incorporating the aforementioned revised reference numbering.


We hold in high esteem the authors’ dedication to maintaining the scholarly integrity of their research, and extend our appreciation for their proactive approach in resolving this matter.
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